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Introduction

The noise generated by high speed moving vehicles is
becoming the main annoyance to outside environments.
Knowing the characteristics of sound sources and how
the radiated noise sounds like will benefit traffic plan-
ning and noise control of ourdoor scenarios and urban
environments. Auralization is a good way to achieve this
aim. It is understood as the process of turning predic-
tive or measured acoustic data, such as a noise spectrum,
into an audible audio signal in Virtual Reality (VR) [1].
Auralization of the exterior sound of trains in virtual
environments requires adequate arrangements of virtual
sound sources and appropriate signals for those. Obtain-
ing these is not a trivial task. A virtual train will only
sound convincing if it is auralized with the necessary spa-
tial extent and also the corresponding spatial arrange-
ment of noise sources (e.g. wind noise, rails and wheels,
pantograph). Beamforming has been successfully applied
to identify and assess the relevant noise sources of trains
[2]. Acoustic beamforming uses microphones to form an
array to enhance the detected audio signal. The geom-
etry and weighting of the array determine certain per-
formance, resolution, signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio, direc-
tivity etc. When the received signal is spatially filtered,
the signal from a particular steered angle is enhanced,
which is usually used for the unknown source localiza-
tion. Based on the localization of the sound sources and
their characteristics (frequency components, amplitudes,
phases etc.), can the synthesis be conducted for the aural-
ization. For aircraft noise synthesis, a complete process is
developed by Stephen A. Rizzi et al. [3], while for electri-
cal railbound vehicles, a sound synthesis and validation
model is proposed by M. Klemenz in [4].

This paper considers the application of beamforming for
obtaining source signals for train auralization. Using a
microphone array set up nearby a railway, pass-by noise
of trains is recorded. In the subsequent post-processing,
major sound sources are identified and the steered au-
dios are generated using beamforming. Furthermore, the
application of the sound source localization and steered
audios tp train auralization is discussed.

Beamforming Theory

Figure 1 shows using a microphone array to measure a
signal. There are two types of propagating waves, plane
and spherical waves, considering the distance between
source and receiver. pn is the coordinates and f(t,pn)
is the received signal of the nth microphone. The time
delay τn is expressed separately for plane and spherical
waves:

τn =
aT · pn

c
(1)

Figure 1: Traveling distance difference for plane and spher-
ical waves.

τn =
‖an‖ − ‖a‖

c
(2)

where dn = aT ·pn for plane wave, and a is the unit vector
of the wave propagating direction; while dn = ‖a+pn‖−
‖a‖ = ‖an‖ − ‖a‖ for spherical wave, and an is the unit
vector of wave propagating from the source to the nth
microphone.

The delayed signals are summed up as

y(t) =
N−1∑

n=0

wnf(t− τn,pn) (3)

where wn is the weighting multiplied to the output sig-
nal from the nth microphone, N is the number of mi-
crophones. This algorithm is defined as delay and sum
beamforming, or conventional beamforming [5].

Time delay τn corresponds to phase shift φn = e−jωτn

[6] when the array output is transformed into frequency
domain using Fourier Transform. For plane and spherical
waves

φn = e−jkTpn (4)

φn = e−jk‖an‖ejk‖a‖ (5)

where k = ω
c a is the wave number, k = ω

c is the magni-
tude of k.

Defining array manifold vector vk as

v(k) = [e−jkTp0 ; e−jkTp1 ; ...; e−jkTpN−1 ] (6)

for plane wave, where kT is the wave number with target
direction;

v(k) = [e−jk‖a0‖ejk‖aT ‖; e−jk‖a1‖ejk‖aT ‖;

...; e−jk‖aN−1‖ejk‖aT ‖]
(7)
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for spherical wave, where aT is the wave propagating unit
vector in a target direction. Therefore, the array output
expression in frequency domain is

Y (ω,k) = wT (k)F(ω) (8)

wherewn(k) = wnvn(k), Fn(ω) is the Fourier Transform
of f(t,pn). The above function is defined as frequency-
wavenumber response function.

Measurement setup

A 24-microphone vertical array is set up 3.2 m from the
near-side plane of the train. The microphones are put
0.08 m away from each other in a line. (See Figure 2
and Figure 3). Bombardier Talent 2 (Type 442) and
Bombardier Talent (Type 644) are measured at the speed
of 150 kph and 91 kph.

Figure 2: On-site measurement setup.

Figure 3: Front view of the measurement setup.

Source localization on the measured trains

Localization simulation on moving sound
sources

In this work, uniform weighting is applied to the array for
frequency lower than 2.5 kHz while Chebyshev weighting
for frequency higher than 2.5 kHz. As is known, the ar-
ray is expected to decrease the Maximum Sidelobe Level
(MSL) and at the same time have narrow beamwidth, so
to say to obtain better resolution. Applying Chebyshev
weighting will reduce the MSL but meantime broaden
beamwidth. However, although the beamwidth is in-
creased, the resolution is still high enough to localize the
sound sources in this research.

The microphone array has no horizontal resolution since
it is vertical linear, however, considering the wave spher-
ical makes sound sources still resolvable when they are
just in front of the array. Thereby, the audio signal re-
ceived by each microphone is divided into blocks. For
each block, there is a part “facing” the array resulting in
the reconstruction plane divided into corresponding parts
(The principle can be seen in Figure 4). The reconstruc-
tion plane is regarded as the imaginary plane sticks to the
near-side plane of the train. In each part, the array can
be steered by applying different steering angles to search
sources. In this way, each part is divided into grids for
steering and so is the reconstruction plane.

Microphone array

Reconstruction plane

Figure 4: The principle to localize moving sound sources

A simulation is run using the Matlab ITA-Toolbox devel-
oped at the Institute of Technical Acoustics at RWTH
Aachen University [7]. Three sources are located at a
(1,3,0), b (0,3,5), c (-2,3,7) on a plane moving together
towards negative z direction at speed of 1. Other setups
are all the same as in the real measurement. (Figure 5)
The moving plane is divided into uniform grids. Applying
beamforming to each parts of the plane, the simulation
result at 4 kHz is shown in Figure 6. As the array only
has vertical resolution, the angle between the source and
the array origin increases when a source is approaching
and as the source leaving the angle decreases. Therefore
it can be seen that there is a “v” shape around the source
in the color map.
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Figure 5: Microphone array and original positions of the
moving sources in the simulation.
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Figure 6: Simulation color map of three moving sound
sources.

Localization results of the measured trains

As stated before, the reconstruction plane is divided into
parts and beamforming is applied separately to localize
moving sound sources. Hence the reconstruction plane of
Bombardier Talent 2 is divided into 300 × 460 grids, and
Bombardier Talent 118 × 260 grids as shown in Figure
7. The division is to make sure that there are 512 sample

Grid

0.480m

0.015 m

Talent 2 

Grid 0.015 m

Talent
0.293 m

Figure 7: Grid division of the two trains.

in each block, guaranteeing the horizontal resolution and
enough time information in each block for the frequency
domain beamforming.

Lgrid =
v ×BlockSize

fs
(9)

where Lgrid is the length of each grid, v is speed of train,
fs is sampling rate (44.1 kHz). The color maps of the

two measured trains are in Figure 8 and Figure 9. For
Bombardier Talent 2, wheel is one of the main sound
sources and the rail/wheel contact generates broadband
noise ; as frequency increasess, pantograph, gaps between
coaches and facilities on the top gradually become main
sound sources; at around 1 kHz, the train head can be
also regarded as main source. For Bombardier Talent,
the main sound sourcesa are the same with the previous
one except that the engine and cooling fan are also main
sources instead of pantograph.

Figure 9: Source map of Bombardier Talent (Type 644).

Steered audio acquisition

Beamforming method is also used to created steered au-
dios which play an important role as references in sub-
sequent sound source synthesis. For instance, when a
wheel as a sound source is to be synthesized, choose the
audio file with the time slot when this wheel part is in
front of the array and steer the angle to the wheel, there-
fore corresponding audio file is reconstructed after beam-
forming. The steered audio maintains more characteris-
tics of a specific source and hence is a better reference
for synthesis compared to the original recording. With
source localization and synthesis, a virtual train can be
created in virtual environment. Figure 10 shows placing
sources on the virtual train. After obtaining source pa-
rameters and proper reproduction (using headphones or
loudspeakers), auralization is then conducted.

S

S SS S

S

Figure 10: Sound sources on a virtual train.

Conclusion and outlook

A method based on delay and sum beamforming using
vertical linear array to localize sound sources and obtain
steered audios is developed and applied on two measured
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Figure 8: Source map of Bombardier Talent 2 (Type 442).

trains. Wheels are main sources radiating broadband
noise; gaps between coaches, facilities on the top, pan-
tograph (on Bambardier Talent 2) generate increasing
aerodynamic noise as frequency increases; besides, en-
gine and cooling fan are also main sources for Bombaidier
Talent. Steered audios corresponding to different parts
on the train are generated using beamforming as well to
provide references for source synthesis. Further measure-
ments on more trains, especially high-speed trains using
larger and multidimensional array is needed to increase
spatial resolution and array performance. Furthermore,
the following synthesis will be done in tonal and broad-
band components separately with the knowledge of spec-
trums and steered audios. Finally, all the previous results
will be applied in subsequent auralization.
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